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Bay Systems Consulting, East Palo Alto, CA Names Hanh Kent
Director of Client Services
Former Lawrence Berkeley National Lab Small Business Program Officer Will Oversee
Client Services and Business Development Outreach
East PALO ALTO, CA, October 5, 2016 – Bay Systems Consulting, an Applied Sciences, Engineering, and
Information Technology company headed by Jasmine Ali, has hired Hanh Kent as its Director of Client
Services.
Ms. Kent, who previously headed both the Small Business Program and the Sustainable Procurement efforts
for the Lawrence Berkeley Lab, will be in charge of managing and increasing Bay Systems’ outreach efforts.
Hanh plans to increase Bay System’s customers list, which at present includes NASA Ames, the Lawrence
Berkeley Lab, the US Air Force, and the US Navy, University California Office of the President, SAIC,
Raytheon, AECOM, CSRA, and many other large corporations.
“My passion has always been with small business. I am thrilled to use my energy, effort, and experience in
assisting Bay Systems to gain more market share. I also want to use this opportunity to give back to the small
business community that makes me who I am today”, Hanh said. “I intend to continue to build relationships
and to be a voice for the small business community, and will enjoy the challenges of being on the other side of
the fence”.
" We are very honored to have Ms. Kent who will bring great knowledge in supplier chain diversity,
procurement, project management and sustainable acquisition experience. There is room in this world for
more small business community leaders, and I believe we just found another great one. For those of you who
have worked with Ms. Kent, I am sure you will agree with me wholeheartedly, “noted Jasmine Ali, President
of Bay Systems Consulting. Jasmine added “Our recent expansion with some large educational institutions in
Northern and Southern California has strengthened our ability to meet the needs of our customers, and hiring
Ms. Kent will give us the best chance to maximize our new opportunities .
Before joining Bay Systems Consulting, Ms. Kent managed an award-winning Small Business Program for
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. She won many prestigious awards for her passion and contribution to the
success of the Small Business community, most recently earning the “2014 Supplier Diversity Champion
Award" from the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA) in recognition of her leadership, and
contributions that promote the full participation of the small business and global diversity community. Ms.
Kent received her B.A degree in Marketing from University of Minnesota, Minneapolis and a MBA from
Webster University, St. Louis, Missouri. Prior to working for the Berkeley Lab, she worked for the Lawrence
Livermore and Sandia National Labs, each of which are prime contractors for the US Department of Energy.
Please feel free to reach out to Hanh at Bay Systems Consulting at hmkent@baysystemsinc.com or thru
LinkedIn.

